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 Sessions Are Being Designed to Address Areas Relevant To  The Project Management of 

Employees and Workforce Development Discussion will include and utilize World Health 

Organizations/Pan-American Health Organization alliances to design and assist perspectives.  This 

forum transcends simplifying symptoms and psychological importance.    

 Working with the national and international suicide prevention organizations, will be included in 

the discussion.   These forums will be designed with subjects and topics that are germane to the 

concerns of the Construction and Extraction industry’s  labor force.   

 Training programs will be  interactive and pragmatically presented.  Stress management, insightful 

shared best practices will be encouraged, demonstrative angles and approach methods will be 

discussed.  These workshops are beyond simply panelist presentations.   More planning are being 

completed.   

Day 1: 

Day 2:  
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 Best Practices and Bringing Awareness of A Not-So-Obvious Crisis  This 2-Hour discussion sets 

the stage, centering around  persons who have experienced losing employees to suicide in the 

Construction and Extraction Industry.   The segment identifies what elements are {aligned with job titles 

and responsibilities) having the greatest impact on the Construction & Extraction occupations,  and fields, 

as well as how these occupations might have impact on the unseen stress levels.   relevant to gaining a 

wide awareness of suicidal commitment, attempts and  a call for implementing more proactive measures. 

 Unmasking Areas of the Highest Percentage and Proactive Approaches  Discussion 

spearheaded by industry experts on taking the challenges beyond statistical data.  Working with human 

resources management on employee assistance programs (EAPs) that might be considered of importance 

to alleviating stress management, cultural differences and metrics systems that might impact the way 

responsibilities are evaluated. 

 Training the Trainers:  Management:  Purveyors of Order and Technique Using the benefits of 

employee assistance programs (EAPs) to the workplace.   Situational Leadership to enhance the 

understanding of suicide prevention   in the Construction & Extraction Industry entails.  This 2-hour training 

program is mandatory for site managers, project managers, schedulers, and other areas where supervisory 

measures and strongly enforced.     
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